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Jeremy Sharma - Surfaces and Bodies - By Loredana Pazzini-Paracciani

Jeremy Sharma is a painter. Yet is he really only that? In his decades-long practice, Sharma has pushed the boundaries 
of  traditional painting by investigating its different modes. His exploration has thus far included other ways of  painting, 
adopting different materials for different purposes. From polystyrene foam to oil and enamel on aluminum plates, 
Sharma challenges the very limitations of  the pictorial surface in order to explore its three-dimensional potentials.

It is by way of  offering new propositions on Sharma’s exploratory approach to art that the solo show Factum: Jeremy 
Sharma at Primae Noctis can be placed. The works presented vary in time of  production and, partially, medium, 
though all could be (superficially) categorized as paintings. On closer inspection each work reveals new folds into the 
painterly matter, demanding a degree of  commitment from the audience to allow time to observe, respond and discover.

Whether carvings or reliefs, glossy or textural, the unifying quality of  all works featured in Sharma’s first solo exhibition 
outside Singapore is the organic inner quality they possess. Each piece conjures its own independent existence, effortlessly 
shifting between two-dimensional surfaces to three-dimensional bodies.

Jeremy Sharma, Untitled (grey and white), ZP150 HP composite powder (cured), enamel paint, doubled dibond and aluminium channel, 31.3 x 28 x 2.5 cm, 100 cm pedestal, 2013
Photo courtessy of  the artist and Primae Noctis Art Gallery



Another quality explored by Sharma in his practice is repetition and multiplication, a concept dear to the artist. Many 
of  the works presented are in fact part of  bigger series where we may assume repetition is involved. Indeed repetition 
intended as the act of  further exploring a particular subject is part and parcel of  Sharma’s practice. “Repetition is 
everywhere,” Sharma says in a recent interview for the Singapore Biennale, “in both nature and the artificial…in 
music…in routine and ritual…”. (1) In his practice he may for instance exhaust the same point of  departure as his 
inspiration for a number of  works, yet the point of  arrival for each work always differs.

One such point of  departure for many of  Sharma’s works is digital files—visual or audio information of  sorts—
collected by the artist as existing data.

Gaussian (aqua terra) series (2012) with its entrenched grayish-blue color dominate the exhibition.

Extracted from found landscape digital imagery, Sharma re-elaborates the original composition through transformation 
and adaptation. In the process of  making the work, Sharma applies oil paint on the aluminum surface with big brush 
strokes until the desired effect and color nuance are achieved—or, we may say, until the subtle tensions pulling and 
shaping the work finally find a satisfactory equilibrium.

Pulling outward for instance are the edges of  the aluminum surface. They feel raw and unfinished, like sediments of  
an otherworld, organic growth belonging to a physical body. The liquid-like element contained within the aluminum 
surface—which reminds us of  transient water—crystallizes at its edges as if  echoing the Big Bang or a mystical 
intervention that stopped the course of  time.

“Mystical” and “cosmological” indeed come to mind when apprehending the series on pedestals Untitled (grey and 
white) (2013). In their exposed, almost defenseless state the white sculptural shapes, like fossils, disquiet the viewer with 
their simplicity. Here too we can perceive the subtle tensions shaping the works: the white of  the corrugated sculptures 
versus the dark gray of  the pedestal, the shiny and reflective material versus the textural quality of  the sculptures, and so 
on. Like sediments of  celestial bodies that landed on earth, Untitled (grey and white) marks the beginning of  Sharma’s 
fascination with pulsars or dying stars. (2)

Requiem and Remission (2014) of  the Terra Sensa series are one step further into Sharma’s exploration of  celestial 
bodies. Void of  all color these marmoreal landscapes, through “peaks” and “valleys” respond to Sharma’s quest for a 
wider, cosmological vision of  existence. (3)

Like liquid forms taking shape, the three-dimensional reliefs are the visual translation of  sounds emitted by pulsars. As 
the electrocardiogram is the recording of  the human pulse, so manmade satellites record sounds emitted by celestial 
bodies in space. Sharma complicates the latter in Requiem and Remission through the use of  a robotic machine that 
transforms the sound waves into physical forms; swollen sculptural landscapes linger in the gallery space, becoming 
sometimes corporeal figuration and at other times geometric abstractions.



Apparently diverging from Requiem and Remission are Untitled (Proteus) and Untitled (Nareus) (2014). Carved in, 
and almost eroded from within, Proteus and Nareus are part of  Sharma’s ongoing enamel and grey series. The works 
are achieved by pouring gold enamel paint on the aluminum surface. By doing so the enamel interacts with the surface 
much in an alchemical way, responding to its natural density and viscosity. As in alchemy, here too solid and liquid 
meet, naked and pure, as partners or antagonists satisfying the capricious and mystical balance of  natural elements. (4)

The enamel and grey works “…share my current fascination with the employment of  pre-fabrication and sensual use 
of  synthetic and common industrial materials like enamel paint, aluminum and composites,” Sharma says in relation 
to the artistic choice for this series. (5)

Yet, when placed next to each other Proteus and Nareus with Requiem and Remission, though technically belonging 
to different “series”, blend in unison, one responding to the other in the bigger scheme of  things. As if  in the aftermath 
of  the Big Bang while all the particles were falling into place, Proteus and Nareus and Requiem and Remission are the 
complement of  the other and each soul and body of  the same being.

Taken collectively the works featured in Factum: Jeremy Sharma acquaint audiences to a wider, uncharted approach 
to painting. Ultimately it is by collecting successes and accepting failures that Sharma constantly moves forward in his 
insatiable quest for perfection.

Loredana Pazzini-Paracciani; June 2014
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